How to...

The complete beginner’s guide to

BROOMSTICK LACE
CROCHET

We’ve put together everything you need to know about this
beautiful crochet technique and show you exactly what you
need to do to achieve the perfect stitch
What is broomstick lace?
Also known as peacock eye crochet,
broomstick lace is a traditional crochet
technique from the 18th or 19th century
(it’s hard to pin down how old it is) in
which stitches are elongated to an equal
height by drawing up loops with a crochet
hook and placing them, traditionally, on
the handle of a broomstick. Loops are
left on the broomstick or ‘dowel’ and
once a row or round is placed, stitches
are worked into groups of these loops
to create a loose, draping fabric that has
a gorgeous lacy appearance. By using a
dowel, loops are kept uniformed and thus
is easier to create an even texture.
Although broomsticks are the traditional
tool for this technique, almost anything
long with a straight edge will do, such
as pipes, rulers and of course our set
of dowels provided with this month’s
magazine! Different-sized loops are
achieved with different-sized dowels, so
we have provided three different sizes,
each with a handy label to remind you
what yarn they are best suited to.

A lot of patterns
will ask you to use
a 20mm knitting
needle – for these
you can use the
fine yarn dowel
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TV
Keep an eye on www.crochetnow.co.uk
for our
channel and videos on
how to use your Broomstick Lace kit
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How to crochet
broomstick lace

a 4mm hook and aran yarn, we are using
the medium yarn dowel.
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To create the broomstick stitches
(or peacock eyes), an equal
number of dc is worked into a group
of loops. Remove your hook, slide
the first 4 loops on the right-hand
edge off the dowel, and insert
your hook into all 4 loops from
right to left.
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With yarn held behind, yrh and draw
yarn through, again pulling the
loop tall enough to place on your
dowel, and place on dowel.
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Crochet a starting/foundation chain.
You should have as many chains
as you want loops, plus 1 to use as
a turning chain. Here, we will have 4
groups of 4 loops (16 in total) so we will
chain 17.
Loops are created working from left
to right, so we need to double crochet
down the chain to start at the correct
edge. Starting in 2nd ch from hook,
dc to end. 16 sts
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Starting at left edge, draw the
loop currently on your hook tall
enough to place on your dowel, and
place this over the rounded end. With

Remove your hook from your work,
keeping the loop on the dowel. Insert
your hook into the next st to the
right of the one just worked.

Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all
sts have been worked in the
same way. You should have 16 loops
on the dowel. Don’t be afraid to push
them along the dowel to make room
for new loops.

Yrh and draw through all
loops on hook to secure the
group (does not count as a st).

To keep broomstick stitches
nice and even, the same
number of stitches as loops should
be worked into each group. In our
case, 4 dc into the same group
of 4 loops.
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Have a go with our selection
of patterns, designed
for complete beginners,
improvers and those looking
for a challenge!
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Repeat Step 10 to the end
of the row. You should have 4
broomstick lace sts, with 16 dc across
the top.
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Continuing from right to left,
slide the next 4 loops off
the dowel, and 4 dc into this
group as well.

To work the next row of
broomstick lace, repeat Step 3
to place your first loop on the dowel,
and repeat steps 4 and 5 to end. 16
loops on dowel
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Repeat steps 7-9 once, and Step
10 to the end of the row.
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Beginner

Feeling brave? You can remove
all loops from the dowel at once
as you work steps 7-10, just as long as
you are careful that you don’t pull out
the last loop worked!
Taller stitches are achieved by
using a larger dowel, such as the
chunky yarn dowel.
Smaller stitches are made by
using a smaller dowel, such as
the fine yarn dowel.
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Experiment with other items
around the house to find an effect
you love! Here we have used a 15mm
knitting needle – make sure to play with
different yarns as well.

Improver

Advanced

